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The Colorado Mountain Club      Rev 8: 3/11 
 
Basic Mountaineering School 
Final Exam 
 
Name:   _____________________________ 
Date:   _____________________________ 
Senior Instructor: _____________________________ 
 
Multiple Choice 
Circle the One best answer according to Freedom of the Hills 
 
 
1. The head of an ice ax includes: 

a. the spike 
b. the shaft and pick 
c. the adze 
d. the adze and the pick 

 
2. In the Colorado central mountains, the magnetic declination is about: 

a. 12° 
b. 18° 
c. 16° 
d. 10° 

 
3. When downclimbing a low angle slab: 

a. face into the rock 
b. face outward for the best visibility, keep hands low and use downpressure holds when 

possible 
c. face outward for the best visibility, keep weight over feet to maximize friction, and bend 

your knees to lower your center of gravity 
d. turn sideways, leaning away from the rock for better visibility 

 
4. A Running Belay (on alpine ice or hard snow) refers to a roped technique in which: 

a. the leader establishes an anchor and belays up the follower 
b. team members move simultaneously, ideally with two pieces of pro between them 
c. team members move independently, each climber moving the pro with every step 
d. the leader establishes an anchor, clips in, and runs back down to hoist the follower 

 
5. Which of the following is not one of the rules of rescue in managing a crisis? 

a. the safety of the victim comes first - even before the rescuers 
b. act promptly, but deliberately and calmly 
c. use procedures you have learned and practiced; this is no time to experiment 
d. none of the above 

 
 
 
 
 
6. The Piolet Traction ice axe technique is used: 
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a. in conjunction with the pied en canard crampon technique 
b. on moderate or low-angle alpine ice or snow 
c. to excavate a latrine on a glacier 
d. for the steepest and hardest alpine ice to add a third point of contact 

 
7. The color brown on a USGS topographic map refers to: 

a. areas of tundra 
b. typical wind pattern directions 
c. minor roads and trails 
d. contour lines 

 
8. When using an ice ax for snow travel on a diagonal uphill route, the most balanced 

position is: 
a. inside uphill foot in front and above the outside downhill leg; ice ax gripped with uphill 

hand 
b. inside uphill foot in front and above the outside downhill leg; ice ax gripped with 

downhill hand 
c. outside downhill foot in front and above inside uphill leg, ice ax gripped with uphill hand 
d. outside downhill foot in front and below the inside uphill leg, ice ax gripped in both 

hands 
 
9. An off-width crack is: 

a. off to the side of the front surface of the rock wall one is climbing 
b. too wide for standard jamming but too big for chimneying 
c. too wide for standard jamming but too narrow to admit entire body for chimneying 
d. too narrow for standard jamming 

 
10. “Orienting a map” means: 

a. aligning the map to the most prominent feature in sight 
b. holding the map to magnetic north 
c. holding the map to true north 
d. triangulating at least two points 

 
11. A “bight” of rope refers to a (an): 

a. overhand knot 
b. loop 
c. twist 
d. mouth hold 

 
12. When does the belayer take the leader off belay? 

a. when the leader is on top of the wall or at the next belay station 
b. when the leader puts in a piece of protection 
c. when the leader yells “That’s me” 
d. when the leader  yells “off belay” 
e. when the belayer has to go to the bathroom 

 
 
 
 
 
13. The self-arrest grip on the ice ax while climbing is with: 
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a. the adze forward 
b. the pick forward 
c. the spike forward 
d. the hand on the shaft 

 
14. Which of the following is FALSE? 

a. chimneying can be useful in climbing a dihedral 
b. climbing deep inside a chimney makes it easier to exit at the top 
c. chimneying can involve squirming 
d. a wide chimney requires stemming 

 
15. When downclimbing steepest rock: 

a. face into the rock 
b. face outward for the best visibility, keep hands low and use downpressure holds when 

possible 
c. face outward for the best visibility, keep weight over feet to maximize friction, and bend 

your knees to lower your center of gravity  
d. turn sideways, leaning away from the rock for better visibility  

 
16. The _______ is an excellent knot for tying into a seat harness at the end of a rope. 

a. figure-8 bend 
b. figure-8 loop 
c. figure-8 rewoven 
d. double rewoven figure-8 

 
17. On a mantel (climbing move) one should avoid: 

a. hand downpressure 
b. placing both hands at the same height 
c. using knees 
d. raising your body up onto stiffened arms 

 
18. The goal of self arrest is to stop safely and quickly in a secure and stable position. Which 

of the following does NOT help achieve a secure and stable position?  
a. the shaft crosses your chest diagonally as you hold the spike end close to the hip that is 

opposite the ax head. 
b. your head is up and you are looking up into the sky.  
c. your spine arches slightly away from the snow so as to weight the ax head.  
d. the pick presses into the snow just above your shoulder so that the adze is  

near the angle formed by your neck and shoulder 
 
19. For a carabiner-ice ax belay the ______ is your brake.  

a. uphill hand 
b. downhill hand 
c. both hands 
d. the uphill foot which is ready to step on the rope 

 
 
 
 
 
20. You are falling head downhill, face down with your left hand holding the head of your 
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ice ax in the self arrest position in the couloir of Mount Holy Cross, which way do you 
move your body once the pick has been vigorously planted in the snow? 

a. swing your feet to your right and then down with the shaft of the ice ax moving the same 
direction 

b. swing your feet to your left and under the shaft of the ice ax 
c. consult your GPS to determine true downhill 
d. swing your feet to your left and then down with the shaft of the ice ax moving in the 

same direction 
 
21. The crampon climbing technique in which one foot front-points and the other is flat is 

known as the 
a. French technique 
b. German technique 
c. American technique 
d. Australian technique 

 
22. The water knot is: 

a. an underhand loop 
b. the preferred knot for tying the ends of two ropes for a rappel 
c. used to tie a length of tubular webbing into a runner 
d. the preferred knot for underwater use 
e. used by the middle person in a 3 person rope team to tie the rope into the seat harness 

 
23. To take a bearing in the field, hold the compass in front of you and point the compass in 

direction of travel line and __________________________________________ with 
magnetic north with declination correction, and read bearing at index line. 

a. rotate compass housing until pointed end of orienting arrow lines up 
b. rotate compass housing to align compass meridian lines 
c. turn your body until the magnetic needle aligns 
d. pull out your trusty GPS and bypass this whole exercise 

 
24. An autoblock backup while rappelling involves: 

a. wrapping the prusik cord below the brake system to a carabiner attached to the braking 
hand rope 

b. wrapping the prusik cord  between the braking system and the harness to a carabiner 
attached to the harness 

c. wrapping  the prusik cord above the brake system to a carabiner attached to the harness 
d. wrapping the prusik cord around the rappel rope below the belay device and then clipping 

it to the seat harness leg loop with a carabiner 
 
25. The primary advantage of the clove hitch is: 

a. the strength of this knot compared to others 
b. the ease of adjustment of length of rope between belayer and anchor without unclipping 
c. the small amount of rope used in tying this knot 
d. the ability to tie this knot with one hand easily 

 
 
 
 
 
26. For a 7.5 minute USGS map there is (are) approximately _____ to a mile. 
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a. 1 inch 
b. 7.5 mm 
c. 1.5 inches 
d. 2.5 inches 

 
27. Slab climbing requires: 

a. leaning into the slope 
b. smearing moves 
c. big steps 
d. maintaining rigidity at the ankles 

 
28. The Munter hitch is useful because:  

a. it shows you are a gutsy “true” mountaineer 
b. it is old fashioned way of doing belays and has an interesting history 
c. it is a backup method for doing a belay or rappels with only a rope and locking carabiner 

when the belay device was lost or forgotten 
d. it works better with larger diameter ropes 

 
29. An advantage of the butterfly knot is: 

a. that it can sustain a pull on either strand of the rope and not come undone 
b. it’s an alternative friction knot if one does not have webbing 
c. it is the preferred knot for clipping into an anchor 
d. it can be used to tie off partially driven pitons or ice screws 

 
30. A dihedral is: 

a. two circular columns of rock close enough to each other to stem 
b. lip of rock overhanging at approximately 90° 
c. two walls meeting in approximately a right angled inside corner 
d. two Klemheist knots joined together by a locking carabiner 

 
31. Rappelling at a higher speed 

a. is safer because it gets one down quicker before something can go wrong 
b. it puts less stress for a shorter period of time on the anchor 
c. allows you to get down and start killing the enemy sooner 
d. puts more heat and stress on the rappel system 

 
32. On a multi-pitch climb where you are the second, you are put on belay, climb up the 

pitch, and clean the leader’s protection along the way.  You reach your instructor at the 
belay station and have one more pitch to climb.  What do you do and in what sequence? 

a. tie into the anchor with a clove hitch, back up your tie-in (with personal anchor), tell the 
leader “off belay”, give the leader back the pro, get ready to belay 

b. tell the leader “off belay”, tie into the anchor with a clove hitch, get ready to belay, wait 
until the end of the climb to give the leader back the pro 

c. tie into the anchor with a friction knot,  give the leader back the pro, get ready to belay, 
just have the leader keep you on belay for the rest of the climb 

d. tie into the anchor with a butterfly knot, tell the leader “off belay”, wait until the end of 
the climb to give the leader back the pro, take in the scenery and shoot some pictures 

 
 
33. In the Colorado central mountains, if the magnetic bearing is zero degrees the true 

bearing is: 
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a. 10° 
b. 0° 
c. 191° 
d. 350° 
e. absolute 0 

 
34. When constructing an equalized anchor, the size of the angle formed between the 

individual anchor components is important to consider. Which of the following 
statements regarding angle size is correct and needs to be considered when building an 
equalized anchor? 

a. larger angles (greater than 120°) are better because they allow the anchor to withstand 
larger forces 

b. larger angles (greater than 120°) are better because you can use shorter runners 
c. smaller angles (less than 60°) are better because each anchor component will be subjected 

to less force 
d. as long as the angles in an anchor system are identical in size, it doesn’t matter what size 

they are.   
 
35. Just before you begin the rappel, shout: 

a. falling 
b. yeee-haa 
c. rope 
d. on rappel 
e. rappel on 

 
36. Static equalization is the preferred method of rigging belay anchors because: 

a. if one anchor component fails, there is minimal shock loading on the remaining anchor 
components  

b. it provides perfect equalization regardless of the direction of pull 
c. both a & b 
d. none of the above, no practical system achieves true equalization 

 
37. The climbing technique using counterforce with hands pulling and feet pushing in 

opposition as the climber moves upward in shuffling motions is called: 
a. chimneying 
b. face climbing 
c. lieback 
d. mantel 

 
38. Which of the following is NOT in the top 3 of the most common immediate causes of 

mishaps reported in Accidents in North American Mountaineering? 
a. fall or slip on rock 
b. slip on snow and ice 
c. falling rock or other object 
d. equipment failure 

 
 
 
 
39. The advantage of using dynamic ropes in climbing is: 
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a. dynamic ropes prevent dangerous high-impact forces by stretching to absorb energy  
generated by a leader fall 

b.  dynamic ropes allow one to use a dynamic belay which lessens the force generated by a 
leader fall 

c. static ropes are always better than dynamic ropes because they don’t stretch allowing 
leader falls to be shorter and safer 

d. static ropes are used rather than dynamic ropes because static ropes allow one to use a 
static belay and stop a fallen climber more quickly 

 
40. With large footholds called buckets: 

a. place only as much of your foot as necessary to hold 
b. put your foot as far as possible in 
c. use it as a resting stop with knees 
d. smear along the edge 

 
41. It’s important to start early and move fast when climbing Spring snow because: 

a. it shows you are a tough and rugged mountaineer 
b. the San Juan Bakery stops serving breakfast at 11:00 am 
c. sunshine and increasing temperatures create free water in the snowpack which increases 

the danger for  wet snow avalanches 
d. first one up the peak wins! 

 
42. When using artificial anchors to rappel one should: 

a. never use artificial anchors 
b. use the artificial anchor along with a natural anchor 
c. use at least two equalized 
d. use at least three equalized 

 
43. If two carabiners are needed to do the function of a locking carabiner, they must have: 

a. opposing gates forming an X when opened at the same time 
b. never use two plain carabiners as a substitute for a locking carabiner 
c. opposing gates in parallel when opened at the same time 
d. none of the above 

 
44. Two inch and four inch sewn runners with carabiners attached at each end are called: 

a. baby runners(2-inch) and junior runners (4 inch) 
b. quarter and half-lengths (2 inch and 4 inch, respectively) 
c. quick draws 
d. short loops 
e. Dr. Stumpies 

 
45. When you know about where you are and where you want to go, but the topography is 

featureless or obscured by fog or snow: 
a. STOP and plan your route home 
b. try to get a bearing on some far away landscape feature 
c. measure the bearing to your objective on the map and then follow that bearing 
d. plot the bearing to your objective and then remember to subtract 180 degrees before you 

follow it. 
 
 
46. When doing an all day climb lunch should: 
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a. be a moderate, balanced meal around noon 
b. begin after breakfast and is eaten throughout the day in small amounts 
c. be omitted 
d. be without any or low protein 

 
47. The primary skill to prevent a slip on snow from becoming an uncontrollable slide is: 

a. self arrest 
b. plunge step 
c. self-belay 
d. stepkicking 

 
48. On a USGS topographic map, a pattern of U’s or V’s pointing to the direction of lower 

elevation represents a: 
a. ridge 
b. valley 
c. gully 
d. glacial moraine 

 
49. If two ropes are needed to do a very long rappel they can be tied together with: 

a. water knot 
b. clove hitch 
c. double fisherman’s knot 
d. figure-8 loop 

 
50. The leader for a climb must be: 

a. the strongest in the party 
b. experienced, with necessary skills appropriate for the climb, and able to work well with 

people 
c. the most experienced 
d. (a) and (c) 

 
 
 


